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From Reader Review Nocturnicon: Calling Dark Forces and Powers
for online ebook

Thyris Discordia says

Thus far the only magical tome that worked for me. Whether or not it was my state of belief doesn't even
come in to question. I approached it skeptically, but did it anyway expecting absolutely nothing. Today I call
myself a magician.

Steve Cran says

I always enjoy reading the works of Konstantinos. I enjoy it so much that I tend to read it in a day and then I
am sorry the ride ended so quickly. With this book you will find that he has written down some pretty potent
magic and it is very comprehensible. Magick, especially in this book is about getting results. No baloney
morality here...techniques to get results.

Having some familiarity with Chaos Magick this book takes many of those techniques from Chaos magick,
especially the Sigils. Well of course there is the last part on Lovecraftian mythos...definitely comprehensible
Chaos magick.

Konstantinos wrote this book when he was undergoing a severe medical crisis that medical doctors could not
ameliorate. There was a deformed vein in his brain thaat was causing parts of his body to go numb. He used
chaos magick to assist in the healing and apparently it worked. I can relate to Konstantinos on many levels. I
believe darkness can be very empowering and the primary purpose of magic is results. Enlightenment can
come later. I myself have suffered a stroke and have an aneurysm on my aorta. I would like tom make it go
away.

I found a lot of stuff in this book that is useful. The rest very effective but not something I see my self using.
Most useful was the material found at the beginning of the book. There are two methods for "Drawing in the
Darkness" Let me explain. First you find a patch of nightime sky with not too many stars. Just gaze into the
darkness. Feel yourself sinking into the bed or whatever you are lying upon. you should feel yourself sinking
in and the darkness pressing upon you. The earth is cool and damp. There are shadowing figures around you
whispering. they turn to mist and swirl about you in a counter clockwise motion. This mist is like a tornado
that you breath in. It fills your entire body. the second method is almost the same except it is shorter. You
just breath in the dark Plasma.

A sphere in the Cosmos

You begin by standing in one place with your eyes open.Use shuffling step and start off slow. When you stop
which ever direction you face will bee the direction you are doing your work. Breathe in deeply and visualize
a purple glowing sphere. the purple sphere grows larger and pushes out the dark matter with in. It creates an
oval roughly double your size and double your height in diameter. next you choose a quarter, randomly and
feel the purple sphere crackle. You exhale feeling the charged air go into space. Go clockwise to the next
quarter and exhale this time feel the purple energy going into your hands. It radiates out from your hands into



the universe. The next quarter you exhale but this time you wet your right finger tip and feel the energy pass
through your right finger tips out into the universe. Finally you go to the fourth quarter breath in hit your
knees and exhale feel the energy hit the ground before going off into the universe. From this point you can
meditate, do a magical working or go on to the next step.

Sigils are my my favorite as they are simple to use. Konstantinos has tweeked it somewhat but magic is
about finding what works. Basically you choose your intent. Let us say "New Car" Write it down and cross
out all the repeating letters. Your phrase is ANEWCR. From this you make up a new word like "WRCENA"
Next you take the letters and combine them to make a picture. Save this. Next move variates from traditional
Chaos Magick in that yoou can make a glowing sigil or a Blazing Sigil. With the blazing sigil you get a
black block and with glue you make the design of your sigil. On that you sprinkle some flash powder.
Imagine the purple sphere glowing and touch your right hand over the sigil. Exhale thirteen time and
visualize your energy entering into the sigil. Then light it. The burned image is imprinted on your retina.
Stare out into the sky and watch if fade away. Your ritual is down there is no banishing ritual. Now forget
about the magical action and do something else.

The glowing sigil involves the rites as before but this time you paint the sigil on black paper using white
paint. Crash around 11 pm Look at your sigil place your right hand over it and give it your energy. then
switch on your black light. Your alarm should awaken you at 3 am. you will look at your sigil and let it
imprint.as it fades your wish is sent out into the universe. Now dispose of the paper without looking at it and
forget the spell.

The section on Sex Magick I found useful. As it involved taking your intent statement and made up word and
during an exciting time with your partner say that word to your self. As you reach the climax and you stay
focused on the goal. After ward you can take some of the fluid and annoint your sigil. Then in a fews days
you burn it in a ritual.

The section Hadetian rituals was interesting but of non use to me. I will not draw blood for scrying or any
ritual purposes. Nor will I contact dead family members...just too many issues . Plus some of them require a
multiple room dwelling.

Egregores are thought forms that are given energy by individuals and groups and they eventually take on a
life of their own. These can be deities that we work with or even demon and other entities. Often times
demons are just thought forms created from our negative energy and thoughts. Daemon are something
altogether different. It was believed that Daemons were designed to guide us and protect us. Chaos magick
believes that we created them to protect and guide us and they can be used to both protect and guide us.

Finally the book discussed Egregore from Lovecraftian mthos. Now Love craft was a fiction writer. So
nothing he wrote was truly real, none the less peoople seriously believed in his mythos and they believed that
a forbidden tome called the "Necronimican" was really out there. This created alot of power to be tapped
into. Which is why people have found the ritual in the necronomican effective. their are evocations for the
deities and instruction on how to work with them, But for that I will let you read the book. I am saving this
for my own book of shadow.

Jodine Linnéa says

This wasn't what I thought it would be, I was disappointed and felt like the author was just messing around.



couldn't take this book seriously at all.

Äsruþr Cyneaþsson says

The best work by Konstantinos and perhaps what was expected from the earlier Gothic Grimoire. Here we
find a study into the darker deities of mythology, the investigation of the symbology and significance of
'death' within an initiatory context and a series of working which make use of the fear response within the
mind to self-initiate and embrace the energies associated with such a state.

An interesting and useful work for many who are open to confrontation of the inherent fear of the dark.
Konstantino's could easily have marketed the work with a left-hand path slant, much of the approaches used
here are clearly in keeping with LHP traditions. A surprisingly good work.

Rhebe says

Dynamic and spellbinding on one level, totally dangerous and ill advised on another. I certainly found the
information contained in the beginning of the book enlightening for my own spiritual journey but intution
pre-warned me in venturing any further.I brushed off "the vibes" and managed to read the first two rituals
before clear and blatantly loud spiritual signs (to me anyway) told me that reading any more would not be of
any benefit for me at this particular moment of time. Now, and I would like to empathize here, I am not one
to assign any special recognition in holding myself above any other energy souls in the present reality and
that calling on making judgements is an unnecessary for me or any others (that would be a clear violation of
the essence of the universe in my eyes) but a CLEAR WARNING is what I personally need to do, whether
others here agree or not.
Making a living thru your true passion and reasoning of your extistence is something we have a need to do in
the world, but some books do not need to be in the public sphere so readily, in my opinion.I find the author, a
person of great knowledge and wisdom in my opinion so far, to be genuine in his gifts but, AND THIS IS A
HUGE BUT, publishing this kind of knowledge is extremely dangerous for just about anyone to access who
has not done any kind of spiritual protection work on themselves and their present environment, no matter
how the author would like to proclaim otherwise. If anything you could personally do a huge amount of
damage to your own personal spiritual growth and the ones you love, dabbling in things you do not fully
comprehend or really understand. Take what you want from this review but please be aware that some
energy souls are not meant to venture into the darkness this much, no matter how much it beckons them
and/or interests them.
Music,peace and love.

Kyle Nicholas says

Leaving aside all the woo and superstitious nonsense, this solipsistic author seems to think we're all as rich
and entitled as he thinks he is. Worth it to kill a few brain cells (and maybe give you a few ideas on how to
liven up your current magical workings) but dreadful otherwise. Disappointing... unless you're in the market
to spend a lot of money or go especially out of your way in order to do some "psychodrama." Otherwise, it's
best just to stick with Satanism and give up and Wiccan/Pagan pretenses as this book condones.




